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French “Democracy” Establishes Medical Tyranny

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, February 19, 2024

Professor Michel Chossudovsky, director of Global Research, has examined the new French
law  that  defines  dissent  from  official  medical  narratives  as  a  “sectarian  aberration”  and
criminalizes  dissent  from medical  narratives,  such  as  “the  mRNA vaccine  is  safe  and
effective.”  

It Is Dark Before the Dawn, but Israeli Settler Colonialism Is at an End

By Ilan Pappe, February 20, 2024

Professor Ilan Pappe spoke at IHRC’s annual Genocide Memorial Day in London, UK on 21st

January 2024, on the need to understand that the genocide of Palestinians we are currently
witnessing, as brutal as it is, is also the demise of the so-called Jewish state. We need to be
ready to imagine a new world beyond it.

Children Dying or Disabled from Strep A Sepsis

By Dr. William Makis, February 19, 2024

8 year old Barbara Data had Strep A Septic shock in May 2023. It led to multiple organ
failure and cardiac arrest but she survived. As a result of septic shock she had double below
knee amputation in July 2023 and lost some digits in both hands.

Polish Farmers to Block Entire Border with Ukraine as Well  as Transport Hubs, Railway
Depots and Seaports
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By Julian Rose, February 19, 2024

After the shock discovery of thousands of tons of illegal Ukraine rapeseed at a fuel, gas train
and truck depot near the Ukraine border, Polish farmers vowed to step-up their actions
against all food imports from outside the EU and increase pressure on Brussels and the
Polish government to abandon the implementation of ‘Green Deal’ and outlaw uncontrolled
mass food imports entering Poland.

Russian President Vladimir Putin Bursts the Bubble of Western “Perception Managers”

By Mark Taliano, February 19, 2024

Vladimir Putin’s conditions for Peace are not unreasonable. They include no NATO expansion
into Ukraine and denazification of Ukraine. These are not unreasonable demands, especially
considering  that  the  installed  Banderite/Washington-controlled  dictatorship  has  been
bombing  Russian-speaking  civilians  in  eastern  Ukraine  since  2014.

Farmers’ Protest in India Reignites. A Struggle for the Future of Food and Agriculture

By Colin Todhunter, February 19, 2024

In 2021, after a year-long protest, India’s farmers brought about the repeal of three farm
laws that were intended to ‘liberalise’ the agriculture sector. Now, in 2024, farmers are
again protesting. The underlying issues and the facilitation of the neoliberal corporatisation
of farming that sparked the previous protest remain and have not been resolved.  

Assange’s Final UK Court ‘Moment of Truth’ Arrives as Wife Warns He ‘Will Die’ If Extradited
to the US

By Zero Hedge, February 19, 2024

Tuesday, February 21 is the big day and ‘moment of truth’ for WikiLeaks founder Julian
Assange and his  legal  team.  That  is  when two high court  judges in  London will  hear
arguments on whether Assange can appeal a ruling to extradite him to the United States,
where  he  would  most  certainly  spend the  rest  of  his  life  in  prison,  likely  in  a  harsh
‘supermax’ federal facility.
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